


Company
Behind Ipanema’s coffee quality there is a complex modern organizational 

infrastructure. Since its foundation in 1969, the company has aimed at 

providing a full range of specialty coffees, with consistency and 

traceability. Since then, Ipanema has merited awards and distinctions, 

being recognized as one of the best Coffee Production Companies in the 

world with the most exquisite coffees.  

Throughout these pages you will find the best of what Ipanema has to offer: 

specialty coffees, 100 % arabica and fully traceable.

• A world class coffee company.

• Three model farms located in South Minas Gerais – the most traditional

  coffee growing region in Brazil.

• Over 5,500 hectares (13,590 acres) dedicated to coffee.

• Over 1,200 hectares (2,965 acres) set aside for biodiversity preservation.

• Over 1,000,000 seedlings planted annually.

• Annual production above 120,000 bags (60 kg).

• Selective picking, manual and mechanical harvesting.

• Modern milling infrastructure.

• Over 80,000 square meters (95,679 square yards) of drying patio space.

• Mechanical drying structure with a capacity equal to over 2,200 bags

  processed per day.

• Innovative electronic sorting technology capable of preparing

  3,600 bags per day.

• Container shipment infrastructure capability of over 3,600 bags per day.

• Products shipped to more than 15 countries.
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Solution Provider
The high standards of its service and capacity, always offering full range of labels and blends,

exclusive for each market, makes Ipanema a World Class Coffee Solution Provider.

The company offers specific solutions in terms of coffee preparation, volumes, packages,

systems of shipment and document procedures, fulfilling each client´s demand.

• One of the world’s most exquisite and desired coffees.

• Some of the best Brazilian “Natural”, “Pulped Natural” and “Fully Washed” coffees.

• 12 different coffee labels.

• Custom-made coffee blends.

• Lot sizes by demand – from one bag to container load. 

• Shipment in 30 kg (66,14 lbs) and 60 kg (132,28 lbs) jute bags.

• Nitrogen Modified Atmosphere (NiMA) – 10 kg (22,05 lbs) packaging system for green coffee.

• 100% traceable process.

• Traceability Tags – attached to each bag, containing shipment information.

• Traceability Seals – used by clients on roasted coffee packages. 

• Client’s On-line Tracking System (restricted area) allow real-time information about shipments.

• Coffees available in easily accessible ports in the USA, such as: Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, 

  Miami and New York.

Third Party Auditing
Ipanema’s accounting, administrative, commercial and financial procedures, as well as its Social Report, 

are reviewed every year by a third party auditing company.

Agricultural practices, integrated crop management, environmental protection and social responsibility  

also follow the guidelines of strict worldwide recognized codes of conduct.

Since 2002 Since 2003 Since 2004



Terroir
Terroir is defined as the set of geographic 

characteristics that a location imprints on a product, 

most notably wine and coffee. The definition not 

only considers setting, climate, soil geology and 

type, altitude and sun exposure, but also production 

and milling practices. These are what make each of 

Ipanema’s coffees unique.

Located on the shores of Furnas Lake, it is consid-

ered one of the largest continuous coffee farms in the 

world, Fazenda Conquista uses 79% of its 2,000 hect-

ares (4,942 acres) for production and sets aside the re-

mainder for environmental conservation efforts.

Soil: Set in metamorphic rock, its mostly clay soils 

are rich in decomposable minerals, which gives it high 

water retention capabilities.

Climate: The region’s mild subtropical climate is 

ideal for uniform coffee ripening. The proximity to 

the lake offers a unique microclimate that naturally 

protects the coffee against low temperatures 

common in the rigorous winters. Over the last 

10 years regular rainfall averages around 1370 mm. 

Summer temperatures hover around 25°C.

Altitude: Topography is very flat and coffee is grown 

between the altitudes of 780 and 850 m, allowing 

the farm to be 100% mechanizable.

Varieties: Acaiá and Mundo Novo are the main varieties 

grown, with Yellow Catuaí and Red Rubi rounding out 

the production.

Google Earth® coordinates:
21° 18’ 25” S / 45° 55’ 53” W

Altitude: Coffee is grown between the altitudes 

of 780 and 950 m. Its Bourbon coffee fields are 

located above 900 m.

Varieties: Acaiá, Yellow Bourbon and Mundo Novo 

are the main varieties grown, with Red Catuaí, 

Red Rubi and Yellow Icatu complementing these.

Google Earth® coordinates:
21° 32’ 51” S / 45° 55’ 43” W

Altitude: Ranging from 800 to 1,350 m. Most farming 

operations are manual. The great variation of sun 

exposure, caused by the topography, creates distinct 

terroirs that produce a number of diverse coffee qualities. 

Varieties: Smaller fields of Acaiá, Mundo Novo, 

Red Rubi and the exceptional Yellow Bourbon, Yellow 

Catuaí and Yellow Icatu.

Conquista
Farm

Capoeirinha
Farm

Rio Verde
Farm

Located in South Minas Gerais, Fazenda Capoeirinha 

was the first farm bought by Ipanema in 1969. 

Seventy percent of its 2,200 hectares (5,436 acres) 

are dedicated to coffee production while the rest 

is reserved for environmental conservation efforts.

Soil: Set in metamorphic rock, the mostly clay soils 

were formed from crystalline based rocks rich in 

decomposable minerals, giving it high water 

retention capabilities.

Climate: Mild subtropical climate with humid and rainy 

summers and dry winters, ideal for coffee ripening. 

Summer temperatures hover around 24°C while winter 

temperatures are close to 18°C with occasional frost 

in severe winter conditions. Average yearly rainfall over 

the last 10 years has been around 1440 mm.

Embedded in the Serra da Mantiqueira mountains,

the over 100 year old Fazenda Rio Verde was acquired 

by Ipanema in 2002. Surrounded by native forests, 

blessed with abundant waterfalls and beautiful trails, 

this farm is a true nature sanctuary where coffee fields 

only represent 40% of the land use.

Soil: Predominantly formed by clay soils, its red 

latosols are rich in decomposable minerals. Its diverse 

flora has granted unequalled nutrient and organic 

material to these mountain slopes.

Climate: The mountainous region has its own  

microclimate. With mild temperatures between 18°C 

and 23°C, the farm has a yearly rainfall averaging 

above 1600 mm. Winter temperatures usually fall into 

the frost range in the low lying areas.

Google Earth® coordinates:
21° 56’ 09” S / 45° 10’ 28” W
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“Ipanema Coffee of the Year” is chosen among the best lots

produced at one of Ipanema Coffees estates.

Clients taste and vote for the best one. This unique coffee is launched in very

limited quantities. Its cup quality will always be one-of-a-kind

and the product, for the true connoisseur and lover of a noble cup of coffee.

It can be shipped in 60 kg and 30 kg jute bags and/or by 

NiMA System - Nitrogen Modified Atmosphere 10 kg packages.

Coffee Specification

A selection from lots of Natural, Pulped Natural,

Fully Washed or blends.

Origin

Capoeirinha, Conquista and Rio Verde farms.



Fazenda Rio Verde’s high altitude Mundo Novo and

Red Catuai varieties dry cherries are left unhusked 

resting to promote an absolutely balanced and vibrant 

flavor of very pleasant acidity and a bold yet sweet 

body.

Coffee Specification

Natural: Beans dried naturally in hull.

Origin

Rio Verde farm.

Blended from the Acaiá and Mundo Novo varieties,

this coffee with its pure taste offers a live acidity,

over a pleasant base with medium body.

The finishing impressions show hints of dry apricot.

Coffee Specification

Fully Washed: Density-sorted cherries, pulped

and wet processed.

Origin 

Capoeirinha, Conquista and Rio Verde farms.
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Blended from the Mundo Novo and Catuaí cherry varieties,

this coffee is pulped and terrace sun-dried in parchment.

This process promotes the surfacing of a thick, creamy,

velvet body with a distinct chestnut aftertaste.

Coffee Specification

Pulped Natural: Density-sorted cherries, husked 

and terrace sun-dried with the mucilage.

Origin

Capoeirinha, Conquista and Rio Verde farms.

Taste
profile
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Rio Verde Yellow Icatu varietal is known for its refined 

acidity, thick creamy body with a pronounced caramel 

taste and rich floral overtones.

Coffee Specification

Natural: Beans dried naturally in hull; or

Pulped Natural: Density-sorted cherries,

husked and terrace sun-dried with the

mucilage - on demand.

Origin 

Rio Verde farm.

Prepared by using already tree dried cherries, this coffee rests

unhusked in wooden bins for at least 60 days to promote uniformity

of the humidity levels and flavor complexity. It has a profusion

of floral and chocolaty notes in a noticeable balance.

The fragrance shows signs of ripe fruits with a unmistakable

and predominant star fruit presence. 

Coffee Specification

Natural: Beans dried naturally in hull.

Origin

Capoeirinha, Conquista and Rio Verde farms.

Taste
profile

Taste
profile
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Bourbon Coffee and the Isle of Bourbon

Known as Reunion Island, east of Madagascar, it was first called Ilha Santa Apollonia by the 
Portuguese in 1513. When the French claimed the island, it was renamed after the French King’s 
House of Bourbon around 1649. The Arabica cultivar grown on the island inherited the name
and is recognized as one of the best tasting coffees in the world.

Exclusively prepared with Bourbon variety cherry beans,

this unique coffee is slightly citric, has noticeable acidity and evident floral 

overtones.  Its soft mellow and sweet taste stands alone producing distinct 

fragrances and aromas. The aftertaste is long, pleasant and almondy.           

Coffee Specification

Fully Washed: Density sorted cherries, pulped and wet processed.

Origin

Capoeirinha and Rio Verde farms.

Taste
profile
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Ipanema Espresso is the result of three different coffee preparations: Natural,

Pulped Natural and Fully Washed beans. The ripe cherry-based blend

gives it a ready and balanced taste. With distinct acidity, its creamy and

velvety body brings you a pronounced orange honey finish.

Coffee Specification

A combination of Natural, Pulped Natural

and Fully Washed coffees.

Origin

Capoeirinha, Conquista and Rio Verde farms.

Taste
profile

Ipanema
Coffees®
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Mountain grown 100% tree dried beans, this natural coffee 

shows a very pleasant acidity, distinct body, intense flavor and 

lasting sweetness with an evident presence of chocolate.  

Coffee Specification

Natural: Beans dried naturally in hull.

Origin

Capoeirinha, Conquista and Rio Verde farms.

Taste
profile
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Equal Partners Program
The Equal Partners program, conceived in 1999, seeks to create commercial opportunities
for small-scale producers of specialty coffee to sell their products on the international market
with added value. Through the partnership, advised by Ipanema management team, producers
are instructed in what type of coffee to produce, how the coffee must be prepared, to whom
and for how much it will be sold. On the other hand, Ipanema can increase its sales volume
and create new opportunities for its clients.

What the program offers

• Known origin: the coffee of each partner is processed separately. There is full traceability.
• Controlled process: each partner receives full agronomic support, by means of periodic 
  visits from  members of Ipanema’s consultative council of agronomists, which provide
  guidance to partners with respect to improving agricultural and environmental performance.
• Guaranteed quality: from the selective harvesting onwards, all the process of preparation
  and creation of blends is conducted by Ipanema. The final client receives a full guarantee
  of volume and quality from Ipanema.
 
For more information, visit www.ipanemacoffees.com.br/equalpartners

This coffee is prepared from 100% Fazenda Promissão

and Fazenda Irarema Bourbon beans grown at an altitude

above 1,100 meters. It is a limited production coffee 

showing a very  refined acidity,  thick caramel body

and hints of Irish Cream. 

Coffee Specification

Pulped Natural: Density-sorted cherries,

husked and terrace sun-dried with the mucilage, or

Fully Washed: Density-sorted cherries,

pulped and wet processed - on demand.

Taste
profile
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Prepared using 100% sun-dried beans, its uniform cup

and full body are evident over a rich floral bed

with blackberry impressions during the finish,

characteristics imprinted in coffees grown in this

micro-region that has won many important awards and 

contests for its exceptional cup quality. 

Coffee Specification

Natural: Beans dried naturally in hull.

The coffee produced in this region has a cup quality

that is characterized by an intense aroma with 

sweet floral and citric notes, as well as a strong 

and refined citric acidity, thick creamy body with a 

pronounced caramel taste. This micro-region is a 

differentiated production zone for some of the finest 

and most unique coffees in the world, famous also for 

its pleasant and intense sweetness.

Coffee Specification

Pulped Natural: Density-sorted cherries,

husked and terrace sun-dried with the mucilage.

Taste
profile

Taste
profile
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Since its foundation, a great parcel of time and 

resources has been invested by Ipanema to assess 

and discuss the social and environmental aspects 

that surround it, and to find ways to assist in solving 

them. In 1997 the company began analyzing all 

donation and project sponsorship requests through 

a forum, composed of worker volunteers. This 

committee’s experience gave birth to Instituto 

Ipanema in 2000. The Institute is committed to 

guiding, promoting and implementing social and 

environmental programs, aiming at fulfilling the 

company’s role as a socially responsible corporate 

citizen. 

Many clients are partners in these projects.

Social Action Committee

Four lines of action are worked: Children and Youth, 

Education, Social Rehabilitation and Volunteer Work 

Promotion and Incentive.

Over 10 social programs are headed by the 

company, such as:

• Community Kitchen where 2,800 people are

   assisted with soya milk and soya bread.

• Community Pharmacy where 900 people

   are  assisted by means of a free medicine

   distribution program. 

• Education in Action where 140 worker’s family 

   children and teenagers are assisted with

   complementary classes and sports activities.

• Reading Circle where 1,000 children have

   access to an itinerant library and reading circles.

• Daycare centers support where 250 children

   are assisted.

Environmental Committee

Four distinct lines of action are followed:  

Traceability Process, Occupational Health and 

Safety, Ecosystem Conservation, and Reduction of 

Significant Impacts, involving all company workers in 

projects.

• Reforestation Program - 35 hectares per year 

   with the goal of reaching 350 hectares in 2014.

• Creation of 68 environmental micro-reserves

   on the farms. 

• 800,000 trees will have been planted by 2014.

• Fauna Revitalization Program creating 30 wildlife

   corridors over the next 10 years.

• Environmental Education – by conducting

   a series of visits to local schools.       

• Liquid fertilizer production and application method.

• Reuse of Pulp and Husks reducing Ipanema’s 

   yearly fertilizer purchases by 15%.

• Water Consumption Reduction bringing

Communitarian Responsibility


